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The magnetic susceptibility of the diluted magnetic Lu22x Gdx O3 ~x50.06, 0.10, 0.22, 0.40, 1.00, 1.40, 1.80!
was measured in the temperature range 1.7–295 K. The inverse susceptibility changes slope to a smaller value
below 2.2 K for the samples with x<0.40. In the cubic Lu0.20Gd1.80O3 the slope increases below 2.8 K. These
changes are attributed to the large difference in susceptibility for two cationic sites at low temperatures and to
the crystallographic distribution of Gd31 ions. The monoclinic Lu0.20Gd1.80O3, which was obtained from the
stoichiometrically similar cubic phase at 1620 K, has an antiferromagnetic phase transition at 3.4 K. The
magnetic-ion distribution for low-concentration samples ~x50.06, 0.10! was studied using an isolated-cluster
method in the nearest-neighbor approximation. In these samples a tendency for magnetic-ion cluster formation
was found. A random cluster distribution was found to be consistent with the susceptibility data for the sample
with x50.06. For the x50.10 sample the susceptibility calculated with a modified cluster distribution gives the
best agreement with the experimental results. @S0163-1829~98!00230-6#

II. EXPERIMENT

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Sample preparation and x-ray characterization

Solid solutions of the sesquioxides, Lu2O3 and Gd2O3,
have yielded a series of diluted magnets, Lu22x Gdx O3.
These solutions are formed from C-type cubic structures,
where the cations are distributed over two nonequivalent
special crystallographic sites: 8b with local symmetry C 3i
and 24d with local symmetry C 2 . O22 ions are in the general 48e positions.1 The mixed oxide Lu22x Gdx O3 is expected to be of the same structure type. It is known that the
cubic C-Gd2O3 transforms into a monoclinic B-Gd2O3 at
1530–1670 K, depending on the heating time.2 Lu2O3 is
usually found in the cubic phase and a transition to a monoclinic phase is possible only at high pressures and
temperatures.3
The Lu31 ion has a ground state 8 S 0 so that Lu2O3 is a
diamagnetic. The Gd31 ion has a 8 S 7/2 ground state. Hence,
Gd31 is an isotropic ion (L50) and its magnetic properties
originate from the spin only. Cubic Gd2O3 has a complex
antiferromagnetic structure below 1.6 K,4 while monoclinic
Gd2O3 has an antiferromagnetic transition at 3.4 K.5 For Sstate ions the influence of the crystal field is predicted by
group theory.6 Van Vleck and Penny have suggested that the
splitting of a ‘‘spin-only’’ ion is caused by a second-order
interaction between the crystal field and the spin-orbit coupling vector.6 Theoretical calculation and experiments show
a small crystal-field splitting of 8 S 7/2 ground state in the
Gd31 compound.4 Thus, the Lu22x Gdx O3 system is ideal for
the study of the influence of crystal structure on magnetic
properties. Also, through the synthesis of mixed oxides in a
wide concentration range, it is possible to study these systems in both high and low concentration regions. In this paper we present a study of the magnetic susceptibility of several samples of Lu22x Gdx O3 with 0.06<x<1.80.
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The Lu22x Gdx O3 samples ~x50.02, 0.06, 0.10, 0.22,
0.40, 1.00, 1.40, 1.80! were obtained starting from Lu2O3
~99.99%! and Gd2O3 ~99.9%!. Mixtures of these oxides were
dissolved in HNO3. Precipitation of the appropriate hydroxides was achieved by the addition of NH4OH. The precipitates were washed in distilled water, dried and milled. The
powders were pressed under 0.2 GPa and fired at 1370 K for
24 h. The samples were sintered at 1470 K for 24 h. The
sintering process was monitored by x-ray diffraction. The
samples obtained were single ~cubic! phase with the same
structure as the starting oxides.
To obtain monoclinic Lu22x Gdx O3, samples in the cubic
phase were fired at 1620 K for 10 h. This method produced a
sample of Lu0.20Gd1.80O3 that was fully transformed into the
B phase. However, all other compositions remained in the
cubic phase without any admixture of monoclinic phase.
X-ray diffraction was performed using a Phillips diffractometer with Cu K a radiation. In order to use x-ray data for
crystal structure refinement three samples ~C-Lu0.20Gd1.80O3,
B-Lu0.20Gd1.80O3, and C-Lu1.80Gd0.20O3! were recorded
from 10.00 to 110.00° in 2u, with a step spacing of 0.02° and
exposure of 10 s/step. The other samples were recorded in
the range 10.00–80.00°, with a step spacing of 0.02° in 2u
and exposure of 5 s/step.
B. Magnetic-susceptibility measurements

The magnetic susceptibility of Lu22x Gdx O3 samples was
measured in the temperature range 1.7–295 K using a Quantum Design MPMS-5 superconducting quantum interference
device magnetometer. In Gd2O3 at 4.3 K, where short-range
magnetic order was found, the susceptibility was independent of magnetic field up to 18 kOe, while at 1.8 K the
3212
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a(x)5a 0 1bx510.383(1)10.210(2) x, where the coefficient b reflects the difference in cationic radii @d r
5r(Gd31)2r(Lu31)52 b/452 0.210/450.105 Å
~Ref.
10!#. The monoclinic B phase, x51.80 sample has a density
of 8.59 g/cm3, as compared to 7.79 g/cm3 for the corresponding C phase. The change of density as well as the abrupt
change of symmetry show that the phase transition is of the
first order: the C→B transition in Lu0.20Gd1.80O3 is irreversible.
B. Magnetic susceptibility of „Lu,Gd…2O3 samples
FIG. 1. Inverse molar magnetic susceptibility versus temperature for cubic Lu22x Gdx O3 (x>0.22) and for monoclinic
Lu0.20Gd1.80O3 samples. Symbols are experimental data and lines
are fits to the Curie-Weiss law.

susceptibility at 18 kOe was slightly smaller than at 6 and 12
kOe.4 Thus the susceptibility of the diluted magnetic
Lu22x Gdx O3 was expected to be independent of magnetic
field and we have measured it in only one magnetic field of
1 T. The paramagnetic susceptibility was obtained by subtracting the diamagnetic contribution from the experimental
data. The diamagnetic contribution was calculated using
ionic diamagnetic values, 22031026 , 21731026 , and
21231026 emu/mol for Gd31, Lu31, O22, 7 respectively.
The temperature dependence of the inverse paramagnetic
susceptibility of Lu22x Gdx O3 is shown in Figs. 1, 2, 4, and 5.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Crystal structure parameters of „Lu,Gd…2O3 samples

The x-ray-diffraction data show that the cubic
Lu22x Gdx O3 samples crystallize in the space group Ia3 and
bixbyite structure type ~C-type!. The diffraction data for
sample B-Lu0.20Gd1.80O3 correspond to B-Gd2O3, 8 which
crystallizes in the space group C2/m. According to the data
from Ref. 9, in the B phase the cations occupy three kinds of
4i positions, the oxygen ions are in four different 4i positions and one oxygen ion is in 2a position. We tried to refine
the crystal structures of Lu22x Gdx O3, but large standard deviations in atomic parameters were obtained because of the
similarity of the scattering factors of the two cations: The
scattering factors are proportional to the square of the atomic
numbers Z ~Z564 and Z571 for Gd and Lu, respectively!.
Gd is a good neutron absorber and, consequently, neutron
diffraction is also an unsuitable probe of the detailed crystal
structure of Lu22x Gdx O3 samples. The lattice parameters for
C-Lu22x Gdx O3 and B-Lu0.20Gd1.80O3 were determined from
x-ray data and are listed in Table I. The lattice constants for
the cubic-phase samples follow the Vegard’s rule:

The low-temperature magnetic susceptibility data of
Lu22x Gdx O3 are shown in Figs. 2~a!–2~c!. For samples with
x<0.40 the slope of x 21 (T) decreases abruptly when the
temperature falls below 2.2 K. In the samples with x51.00
and x51.40 no change of slope was found in the measured
range of temperature. In the cubic sample with x51.80, there
is a sudden increase in the slope of x 21 (T) below 2.8 K.
Data for the magnetic susceptibility of Lu22x Gdx O3 were
fitted to a Curie-Weiss law, x (T)5C M (x)/ @ T2 u (x) # ,
where the fitting parameters C M and u are the Curie molar
constant and Curie-Weiss temperature, respectively. The
data for samples x51.80(C) and x<0.40 were analyzed in
two parts, for temperatures above and below the change in
slope of x 21 (T) shown in Fig. 2.
The values of C M (x) obtained from the high-temperature
data are given in Table II. The dependence of C M on x is
linear, C M (x)5C M 0 x57.70(8) x. The calculated effective
magnetic moments, m 2 1 eff58CM(x)/x(mB), also listed in
Table II, are close to the value for the free ion (7.94m B ). The
spin values (S) listed in Table II are close to the value for
Gd31 ~4 f 7 configuration!. The effective magnetic moments
m 2 eff calculated from the low-temperature susceptibility data
differ from m 1 eff values. This difference will be discussed
below.
The Curie-Weiss temperatures for all samples were found
to be negative, indicating a predominance of antiferromagnetic interaction between Gd31 ions. From high-temperature
susceptibility data a linear dependance of u (x) was obtained,
u (x)5 u 0 x1const, with u 0 5(8.860.4) K and const50
~within experimental error!. A plot of u (x) versus x is shown
in Fig. 3. Extrapolation to x52.00, gives u~Gd2O3!
5217.6 K, which compares well with earlier experimental
values of 218.7 K ~Ref. 11! and 217 K.12 The data in Fig. 3
show that the B and C phases for Lu0.20Gd1.80O3 have different values of u, which can be explained in terms of the coordination of magnetic ions in cubic and monoclinic
samples. The cations in the C phase have six oxygen ions in
the first and 12 cations in the second coordination sphere,
respectively. Three cations in B phase have seven oxygen

TABLE I. Unit-cell parameters of Lu22x Gdx O3.
Cubic Lu22x Gdx O3
x
0.02
0.06
0.10
0.22
0.40
1.00
1.40
1.80
a ~Å! 10.3874~4! 10.3944~3! 10.4037~3! 10.4280~1! 10.4648~2! 10.5916~4! 10.6731~3! 10.7648~2!
Monoclinic Lu0.20Gd1.80O3
a514.016(9) Å, b53.54(2) Å, c58.70(6) Å, b 5100.26(2)°, V5424.4 Å 3
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action mechanism, the difference in u values for the C- and
B-Lu0.20Gd1.80O3 reflects a stronger interaction among magnetic ions in the monoclinic sample caused by the difference
in number of paths, angles, and bonds.
The mean exchange integral for cubic Lu22x Gdx O3 can be
calculated from the u values using the relation
J eff
3u~ x !
5
,
k B zxS ~ S11 !

FIG. 2. Low-temperature susceptibility for cubic Lu22x Gdx O3
(0.02<x<1.80) samples and for monoclinic Lu0.20Gd1.80O3
samples. Note the different ordinates for different samples. In ~c! B
denotes the monoclinic phase and C denotes the cubic phase.

ions in the first coordination spheres. Each cation has 12
cationic neighbors in the second coordination sphere.10 The
number of superexchange paths ~cation-anion-cation! as well
as their geometry ~bond lengths and angles! differ in two
phases. Assuming that superexchange is the dominant inter-

~1!

where z denotes the number of cationic neighbors
(z512). J eff /kB was calculated to be 0.140 K in good
agreement with results obtained by Moon and Koehler in
Gd2O3: 4 J 8b-24d /k B 50.1328 K and J 24d-24d /k B 50.1414 K.
The observed change in slope of x 21 vs T can be caused
by two effects: ~a! the crystal-field influence on Gd31 ions
and ~b! mutual influence of the difference in the temperature
dependence of the susceptibility for each cationic site at low
temperatures and type of crystallographic distribution. In
Gd31 compounds the crystal-field effect is of second order
and acts on magnetic properties at the low temperatures. The
crystal field of the C 2 and C 3i symmetry in C-Gd2O3 splits
the ground term 8 S 7/2 of Gd31 ions into four doublets.13
Starting from the assumption that the changes in slope observed in Fig. 2 are caused by the population of the highest
levels in Gd31 ions, it can be shown that the slope of the
calculated inverse susceptibility only increases as the temperature is decreased. This calculation was done taking into
account the states of Gd31 ions given in Ref. 13. Hence, the
observed decrease in slope found at low temperatures for
samples x<0.40 cannot be due to the crystal-field effect. In
addition, the local-site symmetry is the same for all samples
and thus the same temperature dependence for x 21 (T) is
expected. Finally, earlier work indicates that the crystal-field
splitting of the 8 S 7/2 ground term of Gd31 ions in Gd2O3 is
smaller than the lowest measured temperature ~1.7 K!.4,13
For all of these reasons we can exclude the crystal-field as a
cause for the change of slope in the temperature dependence
of x 21 (T) in Lu22x Gdx O3.
A study of cubic Gd2O3 by polarized and unpolarized
neutrons showed a complex magnetic behavior in the paramagnetic phase.4 Diffuse scattering of unpolarized neutrons
at 4.3 K revealed the existence of the short-range magnetic
order, or nonzero correlations of spins on different sites. It
was found that only first-neighbor and second-neighbor correlations are different from zero.4 Also, a difference in the
susceptibility of Gd31 ions at the 8b and 24d sites, found
below 10 K, increases with decreasing temperature.4 An approximate theory for susceptibility based on spin correlations, predicts a temperature dependence of the inverse susceptibility for 8b and 24d sites in Gd2O3, which is similar to
the one for C-Lu0.20Gd1.80O3, shown in Fig. 4. The x 21 (T)
dependence ~Fig. 4! for both cationic sites was explained in
Ref. 4, where it was supposed that there is a strong tendency
of ions to form antiferromagnetic clusters in 24d sites, reducing the susceptibility of these ions. At the same time,
antiferromagnetic interactions between 8b-24d ions decrease and, as a consequence, susceptibility of 8b ions increases. We consider difference in susceptibility of the Gd31
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TABLE II. Molar Curie’s constants, spins, and effective magnetic moments of Gd31 ions in Lu22x Gdx O3.
x

0.06

0.10

0.22

0.40

1.00

1.40

1.80(C)

1.80(B)

C M ~emu K/mole!
m 1 eff ( m B )
m 2 eff ( m B )
S exp

0.45
7.75
9.16
3.42

0.767
7.83
9.13
3.44

1.65
7.75
9.11
3.48

2.97
7.70
8.45
3.41

7.46
7.73

10.87
7.88

14.29
7.97

3.41

3.49

13.89
7.86
7.80
3.48

2.00@**#
7.85
6.08

3.54

ion at the 8b and 24d sites together with cation distribution
as a possible mechanism responsible for the change of slope
in x 21 (T) of Lu22x Gdx O3.
As noted above, the temperature dependence of x 21 for
C-Lu0.20Gd1.80O3 has a change in slope at 2.8 K ~Fig. 2!.
Similar behavior was obtained for both stoichiometric and
substoichiometric C-Gd2O3 at 2.8 K.5 The magnetic susceptibility for each site in C-Lu0.20Gd1.80O3 was calculated
using an approximate theory proposed for Gd2O3. 4
The calculation predicts a linear susceptibility:
x 8b,24d (Lu0.20Gd1.80O3) (T)50.9x 8b,24d (Gd2O3) (T), reflecting the
fact that 10% of Gd31 ions have been replaced by Lu31. This
theory is valid only above T'3 K. 4 Around 3 K and below,
experimental values of the susceptibility of Gd2O3 ~Ref. 4!
were used to obtain the temperature dependence of the susceptibility for both sites in C-Lu0.20Gd1.80O3, x 8b (T) and
x 24d (T). Experimental low-temperature susceptibility data
for C-Lu0.20Gd1.80O3 were fit to x (T)5w 1 x 8b (T)
1w 2 x 24d (T). Satisfactory agreement was obtained for w 1
50.27 and w 2 50.73, as shown in Fig. 4 ~values are given
for a half mole!. This fit confirms the existence of spin correlations between Gd sites and indicates a random crystallographic cationic distribution in C-Lu0.20Gd1.80O3. For ideally
random system, the coefficients w 1 and w 2 should be 0.25
and 0.75, respectively, because ratio of crystallographic sites
is 1:3. For samples with x,1.80 the dependence x 21
8b (T) and
x 21
24d (T) are unknown and we cannot treat the situation quantitatively. Samples with x51.00 and 1.40 show simple paramagnetic behavior down to 1.7 K @see Fig. 2~b!#. Both spin
correlations and cationic distribution results in behavior be-

low 2–3 K. For smaller x ~larger dilutions! in the
Lu22x Gdx O3 samples, isolated clusters of magnetic ions are
formed, as discussed below. In these isolated clusters similar
magnetic behavior can be expected.
At temperatures below the change in slope of x 21 (T) ~or
at the lowest temperature!, the inverse susceptibility of
Lu22x Gdx O3 decreases linearly with temperature ~Fig. 2!. If
Gd31 ions occupy only one site exclusively then a deviation
from linearity would be expected. Thus, the observed linearity of x 21 (T) indicates replacement of Lu31 ions by Gd31 in
both cationic sites.
The aforementioned difference between magnetic moments m 1 eff and m 2 eff ~Table II! is related to the fact that
x 21 (T) differs for two cationic sites. In both
C-Lu0.20Gd1.80O3 and Gd2O3, 5 the effective magnetic moments satisfy m 1 eff.m2 eff . This is a consequence of the difference in the temperature dependence of x 21
8b (T) and
21
x 21
(T) ~Fig. 2!. The opposite
24d (T) below the bend in x
case ( m 1 eff,m2 eff) is found in mixed samples with
x<0.40. We suggest this might be caused by a preferential
crystallographic distribution of the cations.
The B-phase sample with x51.80 exhibits a minimum in
x 21 (T) at 3.4 K, indicating a paramagnetic→antiferromagnetic phase transition. In Ref. 5 the same type of transition was found both for stoichiometric ~at 3.9 K! and substoichiometric ~at 3.4 K! monoclinic gadolinium oxides. The
cubic gadolinium oxide has antiferromagnetic structure below 1.6 K.4 A paramagnetic→antiferromagnetic phase transition may exist below 1.6 K for the cubic sample with x
51.80. This result shows stronger magnetic interactions in

FIG. 3. Curie-Weiss temperature versus magnetic ion concentration: ~d! for C-Lu22x Gdx O3 and ~j! for B-Lu0.20Gd1.80O3.

FIG. 4. Comparison of calculated susceptibility ~dashed line!
versus experimental data ~open circle! for C-Lu0.20Gd1.80O3. Inverse susceptibilities for 8b and 24d sites ~solid lines! of
C-Lu0.20Gd1.80O3 as a function of temperature were found by using
theoretical and experimental results for Gd2O3 from Ref. 4.
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the B phase than the C phase, also indicated by Curie-Weiss
temperatures, u (B-Lu0.20Gd1.80O3). u (C-Lu0.20Gd1.80O3)
shown in Fig. 3.
C. Cluster formation of Gd31 ions
in low-concentrated „Lu, Gd…2O3 samples

Results for low-concentration samples were analyzed using the isolated-cluster model in the nearest-neighbor approximation. We shall give here only a brief summary of the
model. The model supposes that magnetic Gd31 ions form
small clusters that consist of one, two, three, or more magnetic ions. The exchange interaction between ions within
each cluster is of the Heisenberg type and interaction between clusters are negligible.14 The total magnetic susceptibility of the crystal is given as the sum of contributions from
different ‘‘finite-size’’ clusters:

x~ T !5

(i w i x i~ T ! ,

~2!

where w i is the probability of finding a Gd31 ion in a cluster
and the susceptibility of the type i cluster is given by14,15
~ gmB!2
x i~ T ! 5
k BT

2

F

S

( $ q % ( m m 2 exp~ 2E i $ q % /k B T !
( $ q % ( m exp~ 2E i $ q % /k B T !

( $ q % ( m m exp~ 2E i $ q % /k B T !
( $ q % ( m exp~ 2E i $ q % /k B T !

GD
2

.

~3!

In this expression m denotes the magnetic quantum number
and the E i $ q % are the energy eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian
for type-i clusters. The Hamiltonian and corresponding eigenvalues for different cluster types are given by Okada.16
Superexchange is the dominant interaction mechanism in
these samples.4 The strongest interactions are cation
(24d)-anion-cation (24d) and cation (8b)-anion-cation
(24d). The other cation-cation bonds are formed via two or
more oxygen ions and are therefore less important.17 Thus, in
the calculation of the susceptibility we will consider only the
nearest-neighbor interactions between Gd31 ions, neglecting
the weak next-nearest-neighbor interactions.
The susceptibility of low-concentration samples, x50.06
and x50.10, was calculated using the isolated-cluster
method and the results are compared with experimental data
in Fig. 5. The Gd31 ions in 8b and 24d positions have 12
cationic neighbors ~next-nearest neighbors!. If one takes the
free-cationic coordinate for the 24d position @z520.0320
~Ref. 17!# to be zero then the lattice reverts to a facecentered-cubic ~fcc! type. The susceptibility was calculated
using Eqs. ~2! and ~3!. Experimentally, the most frequently
obtained Lande g factor for Gd31 ion is 1.99. This value and
the value of J eff /kB50.140 K for exchange integral were
used in Eq. ~3!. The probability that a magnetic ion is in a
type-i cluster in an fcc lattice for random cluster distribution
is given by18 (12y) 12 for singles (S), 12y(12y) 18 for pairs
( P), 18y 2 (12y) 23@ 5(12y)12 # for open triplet (T o), and
24y 2 (12y) 22 for close triplet (T c ), where y5x/2 for our
samples.
Calculated susceptibilities for the predicted random distribution of Gd31 ions are shown for both samples in Fig. 5
~short dash line! and compared with experimental values.

FIG. 5. Inverse magnetic susceptibility vs temperature of
Lu22x Gdx O3 ~x50.06, x50.10!. The symbols represent experimental values and the lines are calculated for different types of cluster
distribution.

Satisfactory agreement between experimental and calculated
values is found for the sample x50.06 but not for the sample
x50.10. The probabilities of finding a type-i cluster given a
random distribution are presented in Table III for the two
measured samples. In the modified distribution, the probabilities for clusters formation are adjustable parameters. The
modified distribution yields good agreement with experiment
values for the sample x50.10, as shown by the long-dashed
line in Fig. 5. For this sample our results indicate a higher
propensity for pair formation.
At low temperatures the magnetic behavior of ions in 8b
and 24d sites becomes different and complex. The applied
theoretical model, introduced for magnetic systems with one
cationic site, does not take into account the difference in the
crystallographic positions of ions that form the clusters. For
that reason our calculations were carried out above 3 K
where the difference in site susceptibilities is negligible.
IV. CONCLUSION

The diluted magnetic Lu22x Gdx O3 ~cubic phase! was obtained with a wide range of Gd concentration. At a temperature of 1620 K and under pressure of 0.2 GPa only the
sample with the highest Gd31 ion concentration (x51.80)
was transformed into a monoclinic phase. The C and B
phases of Lu0.20Gd1.80O3 show magnetic behavior similar to
the corresponding phases of Gd2O3: the monoclinic (B)
TABLE III. Probability values for different cluster types, assuming different types of magnetic-ion distribution.
x50.06
Cluster type
Random

S
0.69

P
0.21

Random
Modified

0.54
0.51

x50.10
0.24
0.38

To
0.057

Tc
0.011

0.10
0.10

0.02
0
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sample undergo a paramagnetic→antiferromagnetic phase
transition, and in the cubic ~C-phase! samples, x 21 (T) exhibits a change of slope as a function of temperature.
Crystal-field effects on the Gd31 ions in Lu22x Gdx O3 are
excluded as possible mechanism for the change in slope in
the measured range of temperature. The change in slope in
C-Gd2O3 ~Ref. 5! ~similar to that in C-Lu0.20Gd1.80O3! was
previously attributed to a Schottky anomaly.5 We have argued that the bend in x 21 (T) is produced by a different
mechanism, namely, combination of the large difference in
susceptibility of two cationic sites at low temperatures and
crystalographic distribution of Gd31 ions.
The distribution of magnetic Gd31 ions in C-Lu22x Gdx O3
can be described in terms of: ~a! crystallographic distribution
of Gd31 ions over 8b and 24d cationic sites and ~b! cluster
formation. The x-ray-diffraction data could not yield the
crystallographic distribution because of the similar scattering
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